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. By Joseph Monahan
Former New Mexico attorney
general David Norvell yesterday·
· said F ~·Lee Bailey will be part of
his defense team when he goes on
trial charged with income~tax
evasion a!lde~tortion.
Norvell was arraigned yesterday morning on an eight-count
federal i~dictment brought
against him by the federal grand
By Linda Landini
.
jury. .
·
.
The Bernalillo County.Medieal Center is faced
He. was .represented in federal
with' a chronic shortage of available blood. .
magistrate court by lawyers'
The shortage was dramatized last Wednesday
William Marchiando and Leon .
after the shoot-out in the· South Valley. The two
Taylor. Norvell confirmed after
victims were taken ·to BCMC for treatment-one
· his arraignment that Bailey has
·
'
man was dead on arrival, the other died after
agreed to come to New Mexico to
several
hours on the operating table. During the
assist in his trial.
operation,
25 units of A positive blood was used,
Norvell indi~ated Bailey will
exhausting
BOMC's supply,
not be paid by· him for his 'ser"
. BCMC has always had a blood shortage said
vices, saying his financial assets
Geoff Lumb, coordinator of the volunteer blood
have been depleted since he left
donor ·program, but it has gotten worse .in the last
th~ office of attor-ney general. He
two
years.
said he was appreciative of
,
One
reason why BCMC uses more blood than
Bailey for "volunteering'' his
... David Norvell
any other hospital in the city is its leadership in
time.
·
'McCoy set Norvell's trial date for new programs and medical advances including
Bailey, one of the most famous March 15, but Norvell's at- open
heart surgery.
defense lawyers in the U ,S., is torneys say they will need adFifteen
hundred units of blood a month would be
currently defending Patricia ditional time to prepare the case
needed
for
the Health Sciences Center to be well
Hearst on · •Bank Robbery and will ask that the normal 10
covered, Lumb said. However, not all· of these
charges.
day time limit on filing pre-trial units are used. Doctors need at least double the
Norvell s~id Ba'iley expects to motions be extended.
of blood required on hand for an operation
complete the Hearst case within
Also at the arraignment U.S. ~mount
in case of an emergency. .
. .
Wdays but he did not know when attorney Richard Shine told Nor- . ~ach ~nit of blood is good for· 21 days and t1an
the lawyer wo.~Jd ar.rive in .vell.tbat he will attempt to have diVIded mto four parts. The red cells are used be
to
Albuquerque: ..
. .
. . .. · attorney March ian do disqualified transfuse a n~wborn baby with Rh disease, "Cryo"
.Norve!l has been acquamted " from Norvell's case because Mar- is .needed to help people who have bleeder's
with Batley for several years. chiando is a potential witness for disease clot their own blood, platelets are qsed for
. . The. two ~en ~ ~or~e~. ~~g~~h~r ~ .th.~ tria.l. Mar.gh!a~ctQ ~r.gu~d Je~kE!n;l,i!l'>Pa.ti~n;ts,.and pl~sma i~ u~ed tQ t~eat·,ijurl)
durmg- Norvell ::o ~teii.ure as ~-at- · therels·no reason for hhri to be . patient!t or:accident v.ictims. ·As ·many .as (our
torney -~eneral. wh~n . ~adey taken offthe case because he did. peopl~ can be helped from one pint of blood.
represented. seve~al. mdivJduals not testify 'before the grand jury
A fuJI-tirne Donor Recruitment Program was
w~o .were a.ttemptmg to.get per- .that indicted the former attorney started last April. All blood donations to the
m.1ss1o~ from th.e state to explore general. NorvelJ said he was sur- program are completely voluntary.
V1ct~r1o Peak m southern New prised by the government action.·
".Blood given voluntarily provides the highest
·Mex1co fo.r a rumored gold
When asked if he thoug.ht he quality blood at the lowest possible cost to the ·
.
.
could get a fair trial since there patients.'' Lumb said.
treasure.
·
Federal .Magistrate Robert
in
BCMC
pay
between
$25
and $30 for a
Patients
(Continued on page 6)
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unit ·of.whole blood. ,This arnoynt ls •bout $10 Jess
than anywhere else in the United States. Patients
in New .YQrk and Ch1cago pay between $65 and
$120 for each pin~ of blood they receive.
Donating blood is relatively easy ,and takes
about 20 minutes. Anyqne between the ~ges of 17
through 65 who~ is over .110 pounds and has not
donated blood in the last 56 days is eligible.
~ IPontinued c:m .Page 7)

Mediterranean Disa~ter: The True .Story?
.

like a battering ram~~· Time members of the Belknap were in·
"I know it happened at exactly . or twelve hours. later. I went to
On the night of Nov. 22, 1975, magazine reported.
·. .
· jured, 21 of them severely.
10:02 p.m. The chaplain comes· bed at nine the next morning and
70 miles .east of Sicily in the
The Ken'!"edY. sustained .nlinor . One sailor on the Kennedy. at. over the intercom every night at there was still a fire in t)le supply
Mediterranean Sea, the U .S.S. damage to 1ts fbght deck, b~t the the time. of the accident spoke 10 and he was just finishing when room. .
.
Belknap,
a
guided-missile Belknap was. so badly damaged with the LOBO nearly two mon- · it.happened.
· "Youkn~w, right after it hapcruiser, collided with the aircraft that· it bas been
.. de· ths after the incident. He and a · "'We couldn't even feelii on the pened .the ·flames just shot up in
carrier ·u.s.s. John F. Kennedy. . commissioned until it can be triend, referred to here by. the Kennedy. It was Jike, I was just fr.ont of me. I know I feared for
The 7930-ton· Belknp.p turned refurbished," a Navy public af" fictitious name of Stephen, were standing there o:n the fijght deck my life, but I just. did what I had
into the 87,000-ton Kennedy. fairs spokesman said. ·
among the 7000 members of the and l saw the Belknap coming to do.
..The Kennedy's angled landil)g .
Seven crew members were Kennedy who escaped without toward us and I. was thinking,
"The Navy also said that there
were only 11 people killed, but I
deck was smashing through the . killed, one from the ·Kennedy, six injury. Here is his eyewitness ac· ·'What the hell are they doing?' "
He stopped' to reflect on the .don't know. I was ·carrying them
superstructure of the· Belknap from the Belknap. Forty-seven count:
·moment. "It .was a routine onto our ship. Of course, they had
maneuver.They do it every night blankets over them, but you
at that time.
knew that there was that
. "You see, th~y sort .of .charred, burned flesh beneath
By Lynda Sparber
ned . down because the Lobo Athie.#c Director Il~e Singer sideswiped us and they hit a fuel them.
·
. ··
. tank. That's w'hat started the fire
..I carried a®ut ten bodies on
W.ho has. the power to deter- basketball t~am had scheduled agreed.
·· Singer said the• last· use of the · on our flight deck ·and on the board. You c-ould see· the Belk'TUlp
mine how ·and when. a. campus· . the Arena for practice.
Crosby, Stills. Nash and Ybung stadium for a concert result~d in·: Berk.nap. The fuel got ·all over floa·ting away and when the
building will be used depends on
the purpose of the event. For en .. · were turned away· when the heivy drinldng·. by junior- and both decks. Anyway, when the shells in the. ammunition locker
tertainment purposes, 'the Facilities Use Comniitteer'efused high,school-aged members of the ·. fire started I grabbed a hose and " s~arted to go, you could see the
athletic department has ·the. use ofthe footbaUstadium ilfter a audience, camp. f!res on the turf started to put out . t~e .fire P~~ces _of body flying up in the
biggest say·so · over cultural previously disruptive outdoor and many complamts from people . beneath my atrcraft. That s what: atr •. It was the dead of mght, hut
in the neighborhood because of they train us to do.
. ..
you could see everything as clear
events . since they have the concert there.
· "We got the fire out fast. It's a -as if it .was daytime. I remember
biggest·buildings. ·. .·. · ,
Rick Smith, PEC chairman, the noise• ·
Members ··of PEC had to get :: good thing we did. ·They carry saying that, to Richard. I couldn't
In the -past, the University said it "is quite often fairly easy"
down
on their hands and knees, those Phoenix missiles.· If those· believe the Belknap was still
Arena has been the site of a]arge to find a place to hold a concert
he
said,
to pick up pieces of things go .•• Jesus, I thought I was fl~ating.lt was just a mess. It's a
numbe.r
of
extravaganzas oil caMpus. He said, in general,
Security police said going to die. . . . . .
.
. good thing they side-swiped· us.
broken
glass.
produced by student groups, .. those in charge of scheduling are
they
had
.trouble
controlling
"the
u
All
.the
newspapers
and
If they had hit us straight on .we
such as the Popular En~ c cooperative.
.
crowd.
Newsweek
and
crap·
said
the
fire
would have just split them in
tertainment ComMittee (PEC).
As for turning down Harrison,
However, Singer has . no was··. out in live .. minutes, but,,~\~o." .
·. . .
. . .
T~e first priority for the· Smith said, "Norm Ell(m_berger
arena, however, .goes to the has great say. He ju_st wasn't into qualms about letting PEC use'the that's a lot of bullsh~t. The fire o~;( c,~ He pause~, perhaps thinking of
newly renovated Arena. The only the JFK was out quick,. but ther~l the sc~ne. There was . only one
athletics department. A 1974 con- . it at the time.''
·
change
in concerts at the Arerta were stiU fires going all. over the,;~ guy killed on the Kennedy and
eert ap.pearance by George
The stadium, Smith said; is
11
is
restriction
of the new section. place until the next m.o~ning--ten ~~<
.
Wontinuedonpa;e7) .
Harrison, for example, was tur·
the worst s~re sp.ot." Assistant

By Tim Gallagher
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tr~ Ford Lists Intelligence Reforms,

, 1 , • ., t- • l • ; 1 "'"'I~ v·r·v~

World

~] Proposes
jail
Terms
for
Leaks
. ·~

&

WASHINGTON (.UPli-President Ford Wednellday.,,!lpelled
j, out u.s. intelligence reforms
j that include sweepiag bans
>. against spying on Americans and
:; a proposal to jail federal officials
A who le.ak security secrets.
8 Publishing details of the refor·
.... ms he outlined on television
~ Tuesday night, Ford .also made
clear he will not give Congress
~ veto power over covert
operation!! abroad.
C'i He supported the concept of a
~ joint congressional oversight
"' committee, but cautioned in a
P.. "fact sheet" on intelligence refor·
ms:
''The e:xeel!tive branch should
keep the joint oversight committee fully informed of foreign
intelligence matters, but there
should be no requifement for

Z

ri~:~e:.?.tification

of specific acThe president issued his in·

· ~Illegal 4id to ·law en·
forcement agencies,
-Testing electronic bugging
gear inside the U.S.
Many chargeR raised against
the CIA during year-long
congressional investigations in·
volved spying· on American
dissidents at home and illegal
mail openings. Critics said such
activities, when legal, are the
province of the FBI.
On the subject of security
leaks, Ford sent Cong.-ess a bill
that would cover executive branch employees, military personnel
and
government
contractors-but not legislative .
aides or congressmen-who have
given classified data to anyone
"not authorized to receive it."
The bill say!ll those convicted of

such security leaks "shall be
fined not more than $5000 !lr imprisoned n!lt more than five
years or both."
· Ford's reorganization of the in·
telligence command structure
followed the lines he disclosed ·
'l'uesday and included:
-A three-man oversight toard
chaired by retired diplomat
Robert Murphy and charged with
reporting to Ford any foreign intelligence activities "that raise
questions
of legality or
propriety."
-A !ICW committee on foreign
intelligence headed by CIA director George Bush that will assume
overall management of the U.S.
foreign intelligence community,
including all-important
budgetary control.

Life in Smaller Towns
M·oves More T. ranqul.lly

structions
and proposals
an
executive order,
the fact i!J
sheet
"
and a proposed ~ill to punis.h
security leakers that was sent to
LONDON (UPI)-It's true what they say about Dixie and other
Congress.
areas of the world studded with small towns-life does move more
The
· executive
order slowly than it does in the big cities.
drastically reorganizes the top
But it took two scientists two ·years of closely observing
command structure of the U.S. pedestrians on Flatbush Avenue in New York City, on Wenceslas
foreign intelligence community, Square in Ptague and Rehov Yerushalaim in Safed, Israel, among
including a new executive wat· other places; to .reach a conclusion any big or small town dweller ·
chdog committee to guard again- could have told theni offhand.
st abuses of power, and spells out
Marc H. Bornstein, a psychologist at Princeton University and the
bans against domestic spying by Max-Planck Institute of Psychiatry in Munich, and Helen G. Born·
U.S. foreign intelligence agen· stein of Max-Planck conducted the research. --·~ .... ue research.
cies. The bans include:
The object was to test the specific effects of population pressure on
-Spying on U .fi;. citizens, cor· the quality of everyday life-to determine the relationship of the numporations, organizations and per· . ber of people to individual human behavior.
· · "N~ai'ly every intra-national comparison indic_ated/' they said.
manent. resident aliens. •
-Searching ()r . electronic->''That city· dWellers move ·at significantly greater speeds than their
bugging of U.S. citizens.
• smaller town compatriots."
-IllegalopeningofU.S.mail.
The Bornsteins theorize that crowded and busy cities tend to
-Infiltrating domestic groups. overload the capacity of the individual to react so he subconsflinn~lv
-Experimenting with drugs adopts by increasing walking speed. The individual thus moves more
on humans without the person's rapidly through the environment and is consequently less affected by
consent.
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Students Needed for Energy Competition

\
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U.S. Cancels Aid to India

"'

National Debt Increases

.

WASHINGTON-The House Ways and Means Committee
voted Wedn'esday to increase the national debt by $32 billion
through June 30.
The new ceiling of $627 billion would replace the current
ceiling of $~95 billion which expires March 15.

Iceland Breaks With Britain
REYKJAVIK, Iceland-Iceland decided Wednesday to break
diplomatic relations with Britain because of their "cod war" in the
North Atlantic, government sources said. 'fhe decision
threatened a major NATO r:risis.
The break would be the first between two NATO partners and
the most serious crisis within the alliance since the GreekTurkish quarrel over Turkey's invasion of Cyprus in 1974.

Senate Gives, Takes Away
WASHINGTON-The Senate Wednesday passed a $3 billion
foreign military aid bill banning aid to Chile and Angola, while a
House committee approved a slightly larger bill which would lift
the trade embargo against Vietnam.

Can Ford Muzzle Congress?
WASHINGTON-Congressional leaders Wednesday support·
ed President Ford's call for laws to punish security leakers, but
said no law can seal ~he lips of a member of Congress.
. "I do not believe under the con$titutlon that a· Jilember of
Congress can be restrained from saying what he wants to say,"
said Sen. John Sparkman, D·Ala., chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee.
Sparkman said a member of Congress publicly discusses
classified information "at his o:wn risk. But you can't seal his

..

~

By Tim Pauling
~
An advisor for last year's
Richards said last year the of money.
(1)
Trying to find solutions to the
;.<
Professor Martin D. Brad·
project, Charles Richards, a University gave more in the way
energy crisis is not just a
Professor
of
Mechanical
of
moral
support
than
in
the
way
shaw,
Assistant Dean for Spel;ial 0<">
problem for the scientists and .
Engineering, recommends that
Programs said, "Generally the t1
engineers but also the concern of
W!lrking
On
a
project
amount
Of direct help (from the t:::
anybody
people from other technical
this
year
"get
organized,
start
University)
islimited."
'<
backgrounds. The Energy
t"'
lining
up
money
as
quick
as
they
Members
of
the
teams
can
0
Rel!ource Alternatives II Coin·
C'
can
because
raising
money
isn't
scrounge
parts
and
use
shop
petition (ERA II) is getting un0
an easy thing. They would be
facilities. If there was a piece of
derway and any prospective win-.
">;j
well advised to start wor]f.ing on
surplus shop equipment they can (1)
ners will need more than
C'
that
as
soon
as
they
can
because
borrow it," Bradshaw said. Free ...
engineering expertise.
~
it takes awhile to get money and
consultation is available !rom a I>'
ERA II is the fourth instart
ordering
parnumber of faculty advisors. "But ~
you
have
to
terc!lllegia te engine~ring comts."
in
terms of direct massive help, .....
petition, sponsored by the
"Don't
wait
until
it's
designed
the
College doesn't have the co
Student
Competitions
on
down to the last decimal point
resources to do that," Bradshaw ....
co
Relevant Engineering (SCORE).
-'1
said.
then go out," he said.
0)
Last year ERA I concluded at
Bodenstein said, "You have to
Richards said last year's group
Sandia Laboratories with, the
sell people on your idj!a. The
did get approximately $1000
UNM Student Solar Group
engineering problem is really the
from the University.
•
finishing seventh and getting a
last
thingto
be
solved."
Bradshaw
recommends
special award.
Prof. Charles Richards
Bodenstein said, "This is the
students entering ERA II remain
The 18 month ERA II program group of students who's interests prime prospect for someone in
flexible so they can change their
is directed toward the design and are varied but have a common the Business School to get inideas if the need arises.
construction of a hardware goal. It takes a wide variety of to, and the eco.nomics people. But
Anyone interested in entering
system that can supply power disiplines to get it done," he said. (last year) it ended up a damn
the ERA II competition should
from alternative energy resourC!lntact Professor Bradshaw,
Bodenstein said, "T.he SCORE near total engineering function
ces for use in homes, farms and competition is a very useful tool where it was supposed to be, and
Assistant Dean for Special
· light industry. Alternative in the educational process, the intent behind it, a total
PhowsbyWcndcllllunt
Programs, in Ferris Engineering
energy resources are previously because you get out of the University function."
Center, or call 277-5831.
under utilized and potentially
the~~~clas~o~s~d~n·..:i~~~~~~~iiiiii~~~~~~~~~~~ii~~~~~~~~~iiii
valuable resources such as solar, and
get in to the practical
~ind, goethermal, coal and
problems. One of the first things
power from biological wastes.
that we found this summer is
ERA II is slightly modified that some of the bigg!Jst
from the ERA I eompetition. The problems in engineering, or any
first competition allowed for a project at all, are not the
variety of energy outputs w.hile· engineering
problem,
but
ERA II concentrates purely on problems of business, economics
electricity for the output.
and logistics."
"You can't build a thing
SCORE has three objectives for without the parts to build it with
the competition: to give and you can't get the parts
engineering students the op- without the money," he il!li!l.
" portunity to $Ork. Qll hardw~re
u"
systeiiis'.anii giVe"ltiem real life
practical experience; to help contribute to finding a solution to
the energy problem through
student innovation; and to fur·
ther public awareness to the
in
energy problem and the in·
novative concepts designed by
the students.
Scoring will be conducted in
either June or May 1977 when
the contestants gather for four
days of testing the systems under real conditions. Scoring is
based on innovation, per·
formanee,
economies
and
marketability. Special awards
are also presented for in·
novation, excellence of design
and fabrication of the individual
componants of the system. In·
+ freight, dealer prep, tax & lie.
Our
novation is the essence of the
competition .
ERA II is also stressing the
economicviability of alternative
energy sources.
~~
While SCORE is mainly preoc·
1100 Rio Grande, NW all·40
Ph6ne.765·1133
For the Levi's® line that s most complete 1
cupied with the engineering
1
aspects of the competition, last
direct your feet to the County Seat!
1
1
. years experience shows the con·
NewMexieo
test is open to people from a
variety of backrounds.
DAILY LOBO
A member of last year's
project, Stanley . Bodenstein
No.97
Vol. SO
recommends " that SCORE com·
Hox 20, University P.O.,lJNM
petitors be compromised of a
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
1
({("Je~
STD RES
·~6)})
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Editorial Phone (505) 277·

-·

d

WASHINGTON-The U.S. has canceled a congressionally approved $76 million economic aid.program for India for the cu~rent
fiscal year du.e to strained relat10ns between the two countr1es, a
state department spokesman said Today.
·
"This decision was made as a result of a general review of the
currently strained U.S.-Indian relationship," an official said.
The $75 million being withheld is for general economic aid, but
officials said the move will not stop food assistance to India.
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Lowest

priced car

In

Introducing the new County Seat store
with the most complete Levi's® li
Albuquerque!
·

Honda

Sedan.

$2729

.,

Cross Country

~...-..
~

SA.LE

.,

·Feb. 19·21

Asnes Cross Country Ski
Bindings
Poles·
Raber Boot
Wax Kit
Pine Tar & Mountings

ASUNM PEC & KRST 92.3
PRESEN'f

JANIS IAN

$55.00
$8.50
$8.50
$39.00
$7.60
$3.00

Total Regular Price

SALE Price

TICKETS SUB BOX OFFICE o GOLD STREETe CANDYMAN fSANTA FE!

·6307 Menaul NE
881-5223
Open Friday till 8:30pm

$12160

and more!!

Example-Aluminum Poles
Reg. $12.5Q Sale $10.50

only line.

~IOiliM

"-'~'Ci

4102, 277-4202

$89.00

AND

LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III
FEBRUARY 29, 1976 • 8:15 P.M.
POPEJOY HALL

oq

~

-- .

.

'

Wilson Kramer Racket
Strung w/statite

"$32.95
2901 Indian School RD NE
262·1691
IIndian School & Girard )

Tho New M•xica Daily Lobo is publl•hcd
Monday through·Friday every _regular week
of tbe t.lni;.oersity year and weekiy during the
summer session by the Board. ot Student·
Publications of the University o.LNew Mex_icoj
·and is not finandally associated with UNM.
Scecnd <lass postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexic.o 87131. Subscription rate is

S10.{)0 tor the academic: year·.
•
The- opinions e)(_pr~sscd on the editorial
pages of The Daily Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unslgrtcd opinion is that o! the
editorial beard of The. Daily Lobo. Nothing
printed in The Dal1y Lobo necessarily·
represents Lhe Views of the University of New
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Save
on every item
I
you purchase during our
I
grand opening week!
1 Feb. 16 through Feb. 23
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Come in and bring t e w o e ami y.
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I
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-~-------------------·-------·
Now Open At

Coronado Center
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Editorial..
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Valid Tests

-~
o$

A

8
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Editor;
As a regular advertiser in your
publication, I feel personally affronted by Bud Davis' decisions
concerning the nude ballet.
By banning the show he
illustrates his total !ack of sensitivity, when it comes to art
and freedom. I realize that it's
hard for a football brain to understand art. But he ought to be
an expert on pornography. If
the athletic budget at UN M and
its mandatory burden on the
student body isn't obscene,
what is?

I

..0
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'Lack Of Sensitivity'

:t'\) LIKf A

A recent national news article reported that students graduating

~ from hi~h schools were lacking in the basic skills to enter the
nation's. universities.

~

Z

On this campus more recently here has been heated debate over

"t possible discrimination in the State bar exam and the reinstituion of
~ a mandatory test for. graduation,

ll<

.

·

Perhaps the real issue at stake has been overlooked- the validity
of the tests. The issue has been covered up by such arguments as ·
whether the people taking the tests were scoring lower or whether
the people s;~ivin11 the tests were qualified.
.
In looking at the validity of tests we must always consider factors
such as whether the questions have to do with theoretical
knowledge or the actual application of that knowledge. Some of
the best automobile mechanics in the world do not know a thing
about hydraulic theories. On a test these people would not necess-·'
arily do well on theory but who's to say they would not be knowledgeable enough to teach?
Another factor is the human element. Some people do well on
tests while others simply freeze when faced with a written test.
Other students .fare better on an oral exam than on written material.

.

WIIH 1Rf\C K . SHO~S I

.
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Letter s11"'111111111111 111 111111111111111111111 11111111111 ..11111111111111111 111111.11111111

Simms:_ 'A Hard Time Being Fl~xible; ·

Editor:
The recent thermometer theory
Perhaps the final question which could be raised is can the test
by Mr. Buggs Bunny turns out to
really measure what it is supposed to?
be another ·general case of Einstein's X-ings. Einstein defined XThere is a lot of faith piaced in how well the test is written or
as
very
complicated
researched. Granted the people who make up these tests are sup- ings
mathematical
expressions
with
posed to be experts but there is always room for human error
very
little
physical
substance.
even when a machine or computer is used.
Recently there have been all kinds
of
hundred-dollar per diem conBefore any debate or heated arguments continue concerning
ferences on why students write less
tests or'test results we must look at how valid is the. test.
...";. - r.' sophisticated words, awkward, and_
,, the spelling tends to the phomitic
We believe before any human being is labeled or heaped into a
instead of the "real." Hell, what
pile of statistics he or she has the basic right to face the accuser. In could be more natural, the object of
this case the accuser is a test.
communication should be to simplify not complicate. I've got a
friend
who says tHat because
.
Spanish is the most phonetic
by Garry TrUdeau language and various other
OOONESBURY
technicalities the world language is
A ti6HT PRIZttEJ
evolutionizing to a cross between
(J/<£1J1li/) ll{fJN&/UCIIIGF
Spanish and Italian that he calls
OP 7l(tf U.G. M/5S/ON
AS HIS Pt.AN!a 7WCH!i/)

Spaghetti-Bull.
One problem seems to be that
everybody wants to imitate the
many-syllable genius-talk of Freud
which is just plain silly. Hell, a dapper deficenty alone can produce
everything
from
conversion
hysteria to monopole inversion of
froggies bellybutton. Hitler was a
chef's delight. Vitamin B 12
deficiency, zinc inhibitors, extremely low glucose level, tinkered .
with hormone shots etc, dozens 'Of
things guaranteed to turn the most
perfect free will Saint into total
rabid madness. Our hero, Mr. Simms, appears to have an excess of
water-retaining minerals. Some of
these minerals have been known to
trap high levels of dangerous
chemicals. Take care of yourself,
Mr. Simms, life's i.s a sweet desire.
If a person who spoke and wrote

AT

Open Letter To Shi Arne

711/i (fRallNtJ IS cXPiiClliiJ
TO Be STRA!Neq AS AM~
8A5SAPOR Pl/KB.IS KNOIUN
7D Bff OP&NtY SI/SP!Ciot/5

OF1115 0/fNI!f$/IOSTG.

ShiAme:
deliberately destroyed. Why have
I have no problem accepting you no compassion for them?
your nationalism. Everyone has a
Jehovah Witnesses have never
right to be nationalistic if he been too popular around the world.
chooses. The problem I have is that Hitler put them in concentration
you seem to justify torture and camps and the U.S. put their men
other forms of persecution of in prison during the wars. Why?
defenseless people with it.
Because they refuse to kill and
However those Jehovah Wit- because they won't sweat allegiannesses came by their religion ce to national governments. They
doesn't matter. What matters is · believe in only the kingdom of God.
that these people are being Those are pretty lofty ideals even if
they seem naive to us. But they are
hard workers on the job and raise
their families with love. By the way,
if it's really important, those J.W.s
in Malawi are na•ive born black
Editor:
Malawians. And they are willing to
After much contemplation, I leave but no other country will take
have realized the decline in UNM, them.
ACT, GPA etc. score points and
Now, one more thing, I'm not a
averages is due to the incredible Jehovah Witness or any kind of
power of the WILL OF GOD. · Christian. In fact I don't even like to
Knowing this it is absurd to con- be around them because they talk
demn unfortunate bureaucrats, ad· too much, but Jeez, I just walk
mini!;trators, principals and pt~rents. away.
David Parker
Steven Hither

C/MJ/l.Me-

1711/NKL
cAN M.4J<e
711/J

Scores

~

perfect English 500 years ag!J, stepped out of the grave and walked into Mr. Simms' office, he would
think he was in a Plutpcrat timewarp, go absolutely bananas, and
streak back to the ghost kingdom,
as the perfect example of a functional illiterate. The old-timers like
Mr. Simms appear to be having a
hard time being flexible at absorbing the flak require,d for healthseeking evolut.ionary· change·. For .
heaven's sake·, 'don:tl'be"a ·scarty<'"
cat! What the hell does it take in
the land of the sleeping and the
.dead to WAKE UP!
·• Students have one hell of a
choice to earn money. They can
take a job as a football player and
receive dosages of switchblade
steel helmet jammed up their liver,
or as in my case work at graveyard
shift dishwasher. You walk into the
library so dazed half the time you
don't know where the hell you are.
The New Mexico paper shuffle
lopes along like a ten story dinosaur
with a pea-sized brain. Billions of
dollars have been shipped out of
the state. Lumber, petroleum, coal,
utilities, etc. Old people creak and
groan over their crumbs. The
Porkies get fatter. Young people
get sick and die. New Mexico has
been ranked forty-ninth in personal
income for light-years. Hell, even
the rat-brained, bird-brain New
Yorkers and Californians have free
tuition.
Tony Rodriguez
P.S. Mr. Buggs, you ought to be
proud of your enormous chompers.
Most of my friends call me Coco
Puffs . because of my big ears
resembling a certain TV cartoon
character and Dam It! I'm ptoud of
it.

P.P .s. Mr. Simms you are
guaranteed immortal fame either tls
Zorro Simms from the pastures of
Heaven !>r else.

-.?---~------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~~~~~~=:~--------~
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Wisdom Can Rescue Humanity
By R. M. Cafferty
Taxes of the working middle
class support retarded and crippled
children's hospitals.
Ironically, the traditions which
force middle class and poor (the
rich can afford birth control, abortion, and st.erilization) women to be
animal-like breeders, create undernourished, hypertense mothers
whose excess children, in turn, are
susceptible to brain damage and
crippling diseases. As if that
weren't insane enough, the parents
are also: compelled·to pay taxes for
the expensive state care for these
same children. . ·
By fighting human-rights the
traditionalists fill the Earth with
their mistakes-forcing babes to
face an empty future of rejection
and isolation. Human rights could
be our blessing. Each mother might
then receive adequate care fot:-herself and· for her precious few
children. Moreover, the added
blessing of reciprocating tender
loving care between children and
parents will arise.
Briefly stated, in order to prevent
a world full of physical and
emotional wreckage, each mother
needs proper prenatal care; and
each human being needs a lifetime
of proper care.
UN,CONTROLLED PROCREATION
For the first time in the Earth's
four and half billion years the world
is filled with people. This new era
suggests new thinking. Past extravagances are no longer appropriate. As an example, while

waste of resources has filled the child!s place. Would you desire to
U.S. with garbage heaps, un- be disadvantaged, unwanted, or
controlled procreation has made illegitimate and despised? WiJJ you
"Jiving dead" of many children. relish starving to death as are
The oversupply of cheap life has 500,000,000 living citizens of Africa,
bred disregard for the well-being of South America, and India this very
each living and love-requiring girl day?
and boy.
''That abortions, which even
In the cruel past, semi-effective supposing they were alive in the
means of population control was womb, did also die there, shall rise
accomplished by wars. But again. I make bold neither to affirm
because war is barbaric, to pain- nor to deny. Although I fail to see
fully bear and rear children for can- why they should not attain to the
nonfodderisunspeakablefolly.. '· resurrection of the dead on planet
Therefore, with the lessening oJ,. Eartn," wrote St. ·7\ugustine 'in .
savage war, there must be in- City of God, Book 22, Chapter 13.
telligent means of population conModeration and wisdom can
trol without diminishing nec~ssary rescue humanity. Every child
and normal biological and love- should be a Wanted Child-wanted
expressing
coupling.
(Might by two concerned parents who can
anyone label it unnecessary or ab- afford the child's mental and
normal?)
physical needs and joys. Is your life
Furthermore, when other means joyless? If it is, do you wish this
have failed, abortion can preserve condition on others? Why? The
both mother and child from Jiving Golden Rule is as pertinent today as
death. Witness a million despised it was 3000 years ago.
Wisdom and moderation can
and hungry orphans in South
America. Imagine yourself in the rescue humanity.
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Non-Smoking
Consciousness
Editor:
The non-cigarette-smoking f-'
public must raise its consciousness ~
above petty bickering about "'
cigarette smokers' Right to Smoke.
They must realize that everyone
has an equal right to smoke and
should henceforth exploit that
right. Next time someone lights up
a cigarette, reach joyfully for that
old inner-tube or smoke bomb and
light up, tool Be creative, experiment! Lots of things burn and
smolder ... including cigarette
smokers .. .
Gordon Venable

JESUS ON HUMAN POTENTIAL

Feb. 19

m

"Which of these is easier: to say, 'Your sins are
forgiven you' or to say, 'Get up and walk'? But
t(~
to prove to you that the Son of Man has authority
on earth to forgive sins," --he said to the paralysed man- "I
order you: get up, and pick up your stretcher and go home."
And immediately before their vbery eyes he got up, picked up
what he had been lying on and went home praising God.
(Luke 5:23-25)

It would be eruel of Jesus to order me to get up and go after
my best future if he could npt guarantee the power to free
me from my ''hangups" (sins).
·Since 1 believe God can free you and me from whatever is
holding us down, beautifull is the sound of the command,
"Get up and Jive into your greatest potential!"
Rol•nd MeGrepr, C••Pu• MJalder
United MJnleterJu Center
1801 La• Lorna~, N.E. ~ Phe•e:- 2417.()497

AFTER GRADUATION ...

*****

AN ALTERNATIVE

*****
VISTA
PEACE CORPS

THEUNM
JAZZ ENSEMBLE

CLARK TERRY
IT

AND

REPRESENTATIVES ON CAMPUS

SUNSHIP

MARCH 1-4

MARCH 2, 1976 • 8:00 P.M.
POPEJOY HALL

SIGN UP NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW
AND AN INTERVIEW PACKET
Career Service Center
Mesa Vista Hall, Rm 2130

TICKETS: $4.00, $3.00 • STUDENT DISCOUNT $.50
AVAILABLE AT: SUB BOX OFFICE•GOLD STREET
FARLEY'S MUSIC CENTER

School of Law, Rm 105
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Now that freedom of expression is not allowed at UNM
Professor Coates' reference to
Cuba certainly is in order.
"Spud" has set the University
into an advanced high school
setting. One in which a man of
his intelligence or lack thereof
can feel comfortable.

As an alum, I think the worst
part of the whole mess is that a
respected man like Tony Hillerman has to work with this man.
G. Pa.ul Dumas

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher

Photo Editor
Miguel Gandert
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Susan Walton . Joseph Donnelly
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Harry Chapman
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PROCE:EDS TO SPONSER THE UNM JAZZ BAND
ON A TRIP TO THE NATIONAL COLLEGIATE FINALS
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A Pleasant Study Area

Speakers Bureau Aids Programs in Trouble

1:-c:T>

Hy Twiln Roller
Anyone who has ever had
trouble with a ma!(!h-.thc-answer
test might consider the plight of
Marie Cumbee who started work
as s peakers Bureau manager on
Jan. 26.
Mrs. Cumbee, who has lived in
Albuquer<JUC for only n year, has
the job of matching persons of
academk and professional expertise with requests for
speakers for organizations
throughout tho state.
Through the UNM Public Information office. she receives

Under each listing is tho name
of several persons who are experts in that field, and specific
topics on which. they are
prepared to speak.
General
topics
range,
alphabetically, from American
Indians through photography to
women in society.
Among the volunteer speakers
from which to choose are Linaa
Estes, direl'tor, Women's Intercollegiate Athletics; Dr.
Maurice Wildin, chairman,
Mechanical Engineering; Peter
Pabisch, assistant professor,
Modern
and
Classical
~~""'
Languages; Dr. Lee Zink, direc:: tor, Institute for Applied Research Services.
The new match-up manager is
a
native
of Kokomo, Ind., where
~2l~
she attended private schools and
eu~ was graduated from Kokomo
High School. She also attended
~Jt~ International
Business college in
Fort Wayne, Ind., and was a
secretary for Continental Steel.

requests for speeches on such
topics as, "Equal Opportunity for
Women in Sports," ''Water
Desalinization," "Passing School
Bond Issues," or "The Energy
Crisis."
She then must find a qualified
speaker on tho subject and
arrange for him or her to'<lppear
before the group on the date and
time requested.
Her job is made easier by a
Speakers Bureau booklet which
lists 45 topics on which about 150
faculty and staff members have
volunteered to speak.
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... Norvell
{Continued from page 11

for only

$619
RECtlVER:

YAMAHA-CR400
SPEAKER'

ADVENT UTILITIES
1/1
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z

o 3011 Monte Vista NE Near UNM
'1-~
Financing available
~OS FOR OVER 21

~

has been much publicity surrounding the case, Norvell said that
circumstance will be brought up
when his attorneys file pre-trial
motions.
·
Norvell, 42, served as the
'state's chief legal officer from
1971 to 1975. Before assuming
the position of attorney general
he served as speaker of the New
Mexico House of Representatives. Known as an astute observer of the New Mexico
political scene Norvell conducted
an unsuccessful bid for the
Democratic nomination to the
U.S. Senate in 1972.

LeeZink
Mrs. Cumbee took over the
speaker~ bureau position .from
Maryo Frinkman, who resigned.
She finds her new job "interesting and a learning experience," and especially enjoys
"the opportunity to learn about a
university."
Fo~ now, she's learning to find
just the right speakers for the
organizat.ions requesting them.
The 18 speakers placed during
January went to three schools
(one parochial and two public),
two religious groups, an art club,
a marketing organization, and 11
community service clubs such as

Attention all Health Sciences students. Urgent!
You are needed for at BCMC to help save a life by
donating a pl_nt of blood today, The BCMC Bloodmohile is on the second floor opposite the Jnb, opM
11:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m. tllis afternoon.
0omc sing·play-listen·find out abtmt the party.
UNM Folksong Club meets thls and every Thur·
sday, rm 250-A,B, SUB, 7:3D·Io p.m.
Beginning- square dance lessons; every ThtJr·
.sday 7·9 p.m., rm 176, Johnson Gym. No partn(!rs
necessary, come and give it 01 try.
Women's Center, 1824 I.,.as Lomas NE, w!IJ be
open evenings from 5·7 p.m.,Mon. thru Thur.

Kiwanis, Optimist and Rotary.
Among their topics were, "Are
You a Sisyphus?" "Recent
American Humor," "Teen-Parent
Psychology," "Plant-Pretty but
Dangerous," "Smoking and Lung
Cancer" and "Entertaining in the
White House."
During last year, the bureau
placed 147 speakers.
Persons wishing to get in
touch with this program chairman's dream have only to phone
Mrs. Cumbee at 277-5813 and
she'll do the rest.
Or they may contact the
University's Public Information
Office at 1804 Las Lomas, N.E.,
for a booklet listing subjects and
speakers.
·

Little Feat
Cancel
Little Feat, the second group
scheduled to play at the Eieetric
Light Orchestra concert, has cancelled their Albuquerque appearance.
Electric Light Orchestra will
still play Sunday night, and a
replacement group has been
named. Kingfish, with Grateful
Dead guitarist Bob Weir and
somebody-nobody in this town
seems
to
know
exactly
who-from New Riders of the
Purple Sage.
People who bought tickets
hoping to see Little Feat and not
Kingfish will be able to get refunds at the SUB box office until
Sunday. ELO has not cancelled,
just Little Feat.
The concert begins at 8 p.m.
this Sunday in Johnson Gym.
Good seats are still available.
This is the first ELO performance in Albuquerque.

By Mary Lou Hogsett
The next time you look for an alternative to Zimmerman Library as a place to study or outlet for
your creative energy you might try the Learning
Materials Center. The center, inside the College of
Education, contains a vast &mount of information
not foupd in the library as well as numerous services for students and faculty,
In general the center provides resources aimed
primarily at educational fields covering subject
matter from kindergarten through the twelfth
grade. For teachers, interested parents or students, there are guides for setting up curriculum,
materials for programmed instruction and helpful
aids for individual instruction.
The center has some 4,000 young adult and
children's books. There are bilingual and bicultural
textbooks, research and reference. materiais for
both Spanish and Indian peoples,
For those who prefer'learning in a more relaxed
manner or without the help of textbooks there are
games, 8mm films, tapes, slides, filmstrips, mounted pictures and transparencies.

. ~ne ~I the more interesting aspects of the center
IS 1ts Wide variety· of facilities for use by students·
and faculty. Ditto machines, 'l'hermofax and Diazo
transparency equipment, drymount presses,
papercutters and typewriters are available for
.students' use, There is also a dark room for
?eveloping black and white films, rooms for view~ng 16mm and Bmm films, filmstrips and slide proJectors.
There are other sound proofed rooms for
listening to tapes. The center even provides a
resident artist for assistance in design and production of individual projects.
If you do find what you need at. the center, the
PMRS or Prescriptive Materials Retrieval System
will help you. It is a computer system designed to
recall material needed for.specific problems.
· The center is available for use by all students
and faculty at UNM as well as public school
educators in the state. Material D)ay be checked
out and space is set aside in the center for individual reading and study.

... BCMC Faces Blood Shortage
!Continued from page II

~o~

•

the protectwn of the don~r and the
rec1p1ent, ~onors ca~~ot ?e ac~epted 1f they have
ever had VIral hepat1t1s, Jaundice or cancer, other
than skin c~ncer.
.
Lumb sa1d a:t least 50% of the people who come
to BCMC to donate blood are rejected for one
re~son or another.
.
.
.
They have colds, the1r blood pressure· IS too
high or they just chicken out," he said.
A person can donate blood by going to BCMC
on Thursdays between 11:30 and 5:30 on the second floor near the lab.
Every Thursday Blood Services sends their portable equipment (the Bloodmobile) and staff to BCMC to take donations. They process the blood at
their office on Elm, then send the blood where it's
·
needed.
Last month BCMC collected 133 units of blood,

still not enough to cover all of their requirement~.
One hundred units of blood per month in each
hospital would cover the city's needs, Lumb said.
"We need to have the blood on the shelves
before the emergency," Lumb s&id. "If the person
is on the operating table and there's no blood he's
out of luck."
'
The only ar.e.a which has people on .stand-by to
donate blood IS at the New Born Intensive Care
Unit.
"If the people who visited friends and relatives
in the hospital would donate a pint of blood, we
would have enough," Lumb said ..

Blood Services send the Bloodmobile to BCMC
every Thursday; to Presbyterian Hospital every
Monday; to Sandia Laboratories and St. Joseph's
Hos
on Tuesdays; and to Lovelace-Bataan
on

Phili.lsophy Club OJH!Jl discU!:ision Frida.)'. F'eh.-20

Effcclivo Feb. $, 1976, handball court ros<•r·
bc takon nt thcJG Equlptm<nt !loom
"l•rUngat 7:45a.m.

a~ 3:30 p.m. Oil elltlsrn in ('dUMtion. J)fsc11BSIQil

v•tion~wlll

willst>rl with lhe artiole by George}', Will, "0 I•
for llodo" !Newsweek, Ji'<•b, U, 1976, p. 84). Collen
servrd at 3 p.m. in PhilosOJihY Dept • .Lounge,
IWM 535. All ore invited.

NQW Swimming Hourli lor r~rri!Rtionnl 11wim·
miug at JG Pooh Mnn·'fl~ri,7 /i.rn. to 3 p.m. and
li:30 p.rn.l.o 9:15p.m. Sat·San ,I p.m. toll p.m.

The S~udcnt Co11Rcil for Exe~ptiunnl Children
will meet Thur>day nigh ot 7:30p.m. in Stlll Rm.
250B·C.
Islamic Societl moeh CV!."ry Friday fM Jom~'s

Intramural Skiing- hus been po~:~lpancd untJJ
more snow comQs, Pl('a:lo v.•att•h lhtJ IM Bulletin
Ooardsln JG for /uthordodnll•.

pray at the Univ~rsily Clui,p~~l, 12:20 p.m.

-Symphony of Lffl! )lr(lfll'lits a 12 We(lk "htas in
bnsh_. ~('~hniqurs, prlnrlpl('s nnd m('thod~ of

The GSA offices will be open for the Spring

Med!tnti(JU, evcr.v

semester on Mon,·Thuu., 10 a.m. ~Q 3 p1m, and
•will be closed on Ftitln.yt~. Bill Try<m, G:SA
pre:;Jdenl, will keep office hours Mon.-Thur.s •• \)to
10 n•.rrt. and by J~ppointment.

9120: Mon·Fri!On.m. 3p.m.

grad .!ltudcnts! Dl•ndllllc for rc~etu:'eh

Jtroposnls (() tho Student Rcsear~h AliMntlons.
C~>mm. for spring 70.is 3 p.m. Feb, 26.lnl() contact

GSA, rm 106, SUB.

AppllcnUon forms for the N.M. Statt~ Summer
Intern Progrnnl ar" available al the CnrQI!r Scr·
viCIIlS Centf:lr, 2nd noor, Me!U\ Visla·South
Deadline Is Aptill.

... Naval Disaster

<Continued from page :0

Stephen knew him. They found
him with a concussion and a
broken leg. They figured he
collapsed and died of smoke
inhalation.
"Did the Navy cover it up? Oh
Jesus, yes. You people didn't get
anything of what it was like.
"The whole time, there was a
Russian ship right near us. r
remember everyone was glad
because they could have helped
us. Those bastards .llever did a
thing.
"We were all worried a lot for
a few days after that. I got a
telegram from home asking if I
was okay. My mom was calling
the Red Cross and all. There was
only that one time when I was
really scared. Most of the night I
had to man my plane in case they
wanted us tq move it.
"Shit, the next day
were

back flying again. We couldn't fly
at night though. The collision
knocked out the lights that Jet
the pilot know if it's safe to land."
The sailor was asked how he
viewed the incident now-two
months after it happened. He
stopped to consider the question
and paused for a long time,
perhaps a minute.
"There were a lot of heroes in
that thing. I'm telling you, it
could have been a lot worse if
everyone hadn't kept cool and
just done their jobs. I know we
all did what we were trained to
do. The captain came on the next
day and commended us on doing
a good job. He also told us how
many died .and how the Belknap
was. It was like he was reading a
UP! report.
"It's one of those things I'll
never forget. Jesus, it was really
frightening ... like a
"

·An authority on IBth and 19th century
literature, Dr.. M. H. Abrams of Cornell Univer•
sity, will speak today at 4:15p.m. in Room 149 o£
Woodward Jfa11. This is the annual Carl Grabo
Memorial Lecture.
The talk; 1'Art as Such: The Sociology of an
Aesthclic Theory," is free and the public is in•
vi ted.
Dr. John D. Wirth, director of the Latin
American Center at Stanford University. wiJI give
a free lecture on "Regionalism in Modern Brazil"
today at 8 p.m. ln Reading Room-335 in Ortega
Hall.

FREE fncomc Tax: assistanc¢ for UNM students1
·Feb. 4 through Apri113. Phone for appoin(mentr
277-5020 •. 1815Roma S8.1Chicano Studies I
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Free Prizes
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Special Prices

Featuring Music By

Clearditch Ramblers
and

Watermellon Mt. Jug
Band
4310 Central S.E.

Jan. 20
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Att,~ntion

Wedn('sd1~Y lu~glnniJig

through April 6, 5 (1:30 p.m .. rm 144 Honors Ctr.
nldfr). ChVItH~S ;trc;l opt'n ltt .oe.w id11df.'nts
throughout tht1 $emN1h•r. f•'(•r (urthcr in(o t•.Bll B98

Sunday Feb. 22
~

(!)

Fro<>, patrolled, blko parkil1g iot behind C~rli•lc
Gym. Lot I• gunrdod 8 n.m. !<> 5 p.m. Mondava
throp~h Frldnys.
·

welcome.
The UNM Folksong .Club meets Thurs. 7:30 to
10 p.m. in SUB Rm, 250·8. All wcJcomc!

:;?

O'Q

-'I

Multtplc ]mage Jo~lash Seminar. Learn how to do
it as taught. by Prof. Dob Lawrence, Thurs,at 7:30
ln Journalism 212. Sponsored by NPPA. All are

The ATM Busines~ Club will he providing-

2931 Monte Vista NEi

loodge. Meeting I$ M.rch 4.

Center Houses Machines, Books

A worksJIOp•symposium featuring Dr. Robert
Sklar ol the University of Michigan will be held
today from 2 to 5 p.m. in Room 25DA·C of Um
Student Union Building at the University or New
Mexico.
Sklar will lead a Workshop cnlled "New Direc·
tions in American Culture Studies: Fitm and
Popular Culture."

DLTIPIC
SPORTS, INC.

·Ski Club Montbora- Winter Carnlvnl · AccOmQdllHOns MiH'toh ·li & 6 At· 1'ctrQ('C Towers
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Review
of

onight at Okie's~~~~~ lnnovQtlve Pianists; ffiote Sowle

~ilkus
orted Beer 7

· "In Transition"
Cecil Taylor
Blue Note/BN-LA458-H2
"The Third World"
Herbie Nichols
Blue Note/BN-LA-.!;85-H2

•

*'
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Review by Thomas Lindsey

~

\C)

lllilla

111jair

ilesigtt~
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( } For Appointment Call

'-X.

Ron Cisneros

()

J:'

255-3279
2914 Central AVE., S.E.
Closest Markham style innovator shop to UNM
'.

These two albums represent
good examples of the farsightedness of the Blue Note
Reissue Series; Nichols and
Taylor, both innovative pianists,
share a degree of unjust
anonymity.
Cecil
is
still
struggling, still doing so with the
full force of an artist possessed
with genius; Nichols died in 1963
in what liner author/trombonist/composer, Roswell Rudd
calls " ... frustration, neglect and
disillusionment."
I say "f~r sighted" for Blue
Note because people . like
critic/producer Michae~ Cuscuna
(who produced the reissues of
these two discs as well as many
more quintessential jazz reissues
currently out on a variety of
labels) and project director
Charlie Lourie have a dedication

and a musical perspicacity that is
"non pareil"; Nichols' music has
been ''out of print" for· many
years and his discs were/are
collector's items. For the Cecil
Taylor reissue they brought
together
music
recorded
originally for the label, "Transition" in 1955 and "United Artists" in '59; in addition there is a
wonderful eight minute cut,
"Carol/Three Points". which has
never before been available.
For Taylor's music, although in
a sense it is a "genesis," it is
nonetheless fantastic, moving
and profound. Cecil was as much
of a genius/iconoclast in the fifties as he was/is later and today.
Soprano saxophonist, Steve
Lacy, bassist· Buell Neidlinger
and drummer Dennis Charles aid
his musical voyages on the '55
sessions, while on the '59 cuts he
has trumpeter Ted Curson,
bassist Chris White, and on tenor
sax. Bill Barron with Rudi Collins
doing the drum work.
Needless to say, it is all as full
of beauty, incredible energy,
grace and style as any of Cecil's
other works, although th!l
musicians (particularly on the '59
sessions) do not probe and compll)ment Cecil as well as the morl)
"cutting edge" cats he hired in
the '60's (such as Sunny Murray
or Jimmy Lyons). Still, as an introduction to Taylor or to those
of us who are already zealously
collecting his works, "In Transition" is a must-have disc.
Herbie,Nicho)s, whose story . i~,
tragic, is a pianist of somewhat
less stylistic piquancy than Cecil,
but his music was rewardingly
original and full of emotional
range. Rudd, an important jazzman in his own right, was a
colleague of Nichols' for awhile
and remains an eloquent
spokesman for both the man and
his music. Some of his adjectives
for
Herbie's
work:
" ... magic ... delectable fragrance
of
sounds,
soulfullness! ... grace! .••wit, taste,

discr.etion, subtleties, nuances.,.an expansive palette of
sonorities ... !" And all these
things are indeed there, and
thanks to the Blue Note Reissue
Series (and Cuscuna especially!),
Jazz lovers can now own his complete recordings under the Blue
Note label.
Not only is this series notable
for its quality of music,
generosity with "never before
released" cuts (the gratuity of
these is that they are not
"throwaways," but remarkable
additions to the body of jazz!),
and the attractive covers with indispensable information and per·
spectives by noted critics and experts,
but also for the
prices-which average $3 per
disc in a set. In this respect they
are
on
a
par
with
Prestige/Milestone/Fantasy,
who created the "two-fer" trend.
I highly recommend the series .
in general and the Taylor and
Nichols sets in particular.

"Station to Station"·
David Bowie
RCA APL1-1927

•

•

•

Review by Richard Hughes
One of the ways to evaluate a
David Bowie album is to count
the number of listenings it takes
before the album "grows on you."
Station to Station is a three, and
that's good.
Be thankful that Bowie has
kicked his R&B phase (Young
Americans), and is back to his
own. ~tuff..,.,atJ~.s~, !o:r; ~is,,t?ur.,"
and the film. It's not that Young
Americans is bad, it's just that
the album is very common for
Bowie. It won Bowie millions of
new fans at the expense of many
older fans. Longtime Bowie
freaks often consider Young
Americans to be on par witli a

David Bowie sings the Isley
Brothers album:. Interesting, but
not particularly momentous.
Station to Station opens up
with the tit~e cut. which js quite

Records
(Continued from page 8)

good. The single "Golden Years"
follows. The last cut on side one,
"Word On a Wing," features
Bowie the vocalist·.
"TVC 15" opens the second
side. It may be the best song on
the album despite its rather
foo!ish intro. Next is "Stay"
wh1ch has some good instrumental work. The album ends with the only song not written
by Bowie, "Wild is the Wind;" it
sounds
suspiciously
like
something off J. C. Superstar.
Remember that all good Bowie
albums have those very strange
bits t'hat tend to turn one off
(recall hi!? version of "Let's
Spend the Night Together").
Only by laughing those bits off
can one appreciate the rest of
Bowie's stuff, most of which
radio stations don't bother to
play. Station to Station, if suecessful, could help people
discover
Bowie's
earlier
works-those before he went
completely commercial. Bowie
now has 11 albums O!Jt; Station to
Station ranks about fifth among
tho_se: Itis much more represen- ·
tatnre than the singles "Fame"
and "Space Oddity."
Give it a solid B.

*

*

Review by Nancy Galloway
I had never heard of Richard
Himber, the Ritz-Carlton Orp 1
re.ude to the Afternoon of a chestra, or Joey Nash. Reading
Faun taking up side two.
about them, I think I see
Those who have heard any of why-they were sponsored by
Tomita's synthesizer work have Studebaker and Pure Oil ("On
probably wondered if and when the air, on the road-Switch to
his next efforts would arrive, and Pure Oil") and were advertised
more- What would it be? in the Saturday Evening Post.
Although half of his new album is You may have noticed none of
based on
past successes these sponsors are extant, which
(Mussorgsky, Debussy), he may may explain why Richard Himhave bitten off more than he her, et al, have been forgotten.
could chew in recording Stravin·
The ~rchestril is really exsky's Firebird. This is a work ~ellent-lt should be, with people
that requires great capability hke Artie Shaw, Benny Goodand concentration to get it off the man, Charly Margolies, and Tomground, and Tomita's seams are . lilY Dorsey playing in it. Now,
showing on this one.
Joey Nash is a different matter.
For those who haven't heard His singing is something one
either Tomita or the Firebird ' needs to hear for oneself. He has
this would be a good album t~ an aff~cting tenor (I will not say
own. The album has many good how 1t affected me) which is
sections. But if you are looking highly reminiscent of Fred
for Stravinsky rather than Astaire, if you've ever heard
Tomita, you'd be better off with a Fred sing in his movies.
standard orchestral version.
The Japanese-born and trained
pianist seems t 0 have overlooked
any but the most superficial plan
The Cultural Program Committee
in his conception of the FireMrd,
The Associated Students UNM
seeming to let his fancy dictate •
many of the sounds he has
produced. The over-all :effect··iS
pleasing, though not so pleasing
as some of his other work.
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
The second side may contain
the better music on the disc.
Tomita starts with scores which
live for their vibrant and sensous ·
orchestrations, and follows them
closely, note for note. In using
Dancing i?- Ensemble With:
the synthesizer's vast capability
for producing sounds, he supplies
colors that, according to his in·
terpretation, the original lacked.
Tomita is a master of the syn-

Review by Mike Michnovicz
Stravinsky's Fi1·ebird Suite
realized on electronic synthesizer
by Isao Tomita is the entire first
side, with Mussorgsky's A Night
On Bare Mountain and Debussy's

In Concert

IN THEID. F\RST AND ONLY AL~UQUERQ.UE APPEARANCE ...
WITH SPECIAL C.UE.ST STMS ....

''The Dramaties''
Also Appearing.

''The 11th Hour"
-Hit- "HoUywood Hot"-

Plus
Fashion Show

Located in
Winrock Center

\JOHNSON GYM ~~:~~~o

Popejoy Hall, February 22, 1976, 8:30pm.

AL.e.UQUEil.QUE, NEW ME)C.IC.O

,.

.

35 Winrock Center NE

W;~!~!!,s

v·
-

298-7811
v~·

-
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and Orchestra.

Tuesday March 9- 8!15 P.M.

Program
Composed by Ka~hlayev
Choreographed by Valery Panov

Heart of the Mountain
Variations de Ballet

Composed by Glazounov
Choreographed by Christensen after Balanchine

Eternal Idol

,.
J

Music by Chopin
by Michael· Smuin

Harp Concerto · Music by Heinicke
Choreographed by Michael 'Smuin

.Program Not Subject To Cha'nge
Tickets" $7.50, $8.50, $9.50, $10.~0 and $11.50

Tickets: SUB Box Office & Popejoy Hall

·

the· San
Francisco
.
Ballet Company

Chore~graphed

FE~

•FEBZZ•8~

. ·~ POP~JOY HALL .

VALERY-and GALIN-A PANOV

{Continued on page 9J

We stock the
most complete selection
. of wines, liquors,
and beer in the state.
Special discounts to
fraternities and sororities.

RCA re-recording of Bluebird
release (Mono)
AXM2-5520
*
*
•

what is he singing? The words,
similar to those famous words in
the Rubaiyyat, are: "Night on
the desert and you beside me on
the burning sands" or some such
trivialit.v.
All in all, a very entertaining
album.

.

"Firebird"
Tomita
RCARedSeal/ARL-1312

*

thesizer-recorder art, but he may
And the songs are wonderful,
have been rushed by his recor- of course-that was back in the
ding company a bit. Slow down, days when they wrote lyrics and
Isao, or go underground. This · used sound effects. The song
stuff takes a lot of time. ·
"Night on the Desert," for inRichard Himber and the Ritz- stance, starts out with a harp
Carltcm. Orchestra, featuring doing jungle rhythms, then
Joey Nash
glides into Joey's singing. And

- $4.50 Students
-- $5.50 Non-Students
- $6.50 At Door

Sorry, no Discounts. The Company is
renting Popejoy Hall on a commercial basis.
Telephone: 277-3121
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ByJoLopez
UNM's football team signed 25
~ high school seniors to the
,i national letter of intent during
j the first day of signing yester·
!>. day. The five more needed to
·;;::l complete the 30 limit set by the
NCAA are cx:pccted to sign by
Sunday.
8
'>:! Most of the signccs arc from
aJ New Mexico (eight), with five
~ from Tex:as, four from Colorado,
!i: three from Arizona, two from
Illinois and 'one from Wisconsin.
John Gonzales, assistant spor0
r-f ts information director, said only
~ two of the expected signees did
p:! ~ot si.gn, so the coaching staff's
batt1ng average was pr.etty
good,"
·
UNM head football coach Bill ..,
Mondt. w~s in Carlsbad for the 8
a.m. s1gnmg of
ed
Q)

p

·z

Sign· 26

.....

lnCiudi~,g ·Forrest, Escobar

tight end and quarterback, 6-3,
190-pound Mike Forrest who is
the brother of UNM junior
fullba~k, Bobby Forrest.
Daily Lobo •

· · Sports

'

·

The Carlsbad graduate was
named to the Associated Press
All-State team in 1975 sharing
the quarterback slot with Las
Cruces Hifrh School's Casey Girk.
Forrest led District 4AAAA in
rushing last season with 1111
yards on 190 carries and passed
for 395 yards with 24 of 87 com·
pletions.
Mo.ndt also signed Carlsbad's
Tim Click, a 6-2, 240 pound tackle
who was also on the AP All-State

Dof·it youtself

first team in 1975.
Two Albuquerque athletes also
signed the national letter, Del
Norte High School's running
. back, 5-l', 170 pound Carlos
Escobar, said he wants to come
to UNM because. "he wanted to
stay home and always wanted to
attend the University."
·
Escobar, who was all-state a,nd
all-district in 2AAAA play said
he expects to play mostly on the
freshman team, but also "hopes
to get to play' varsity some
·
That'd be fun."
Escobar rushed for 1335 yards
during the 1975 regular season
but fini.!>hed with 1518 yards af:
ter post-season play. ·He was
named the Albuquerque Tribune
Player of the Year in 1975.
. The other Albuquerquean
sLgned was quarterback and
defensive end, 6-1, 180 pound Ben
Schultz of Manzano High School.
He was second team all-district
in 2AAAA and joins his brother
Bob who plays middle guard for
the Lobo team.

ram1ng
suppl1es

The Issue is Ethics
By Orlando Medin

Thousands of frames
Pre-cut mats/Mat cutters
Mat Boards/Braquettes
Glare & Non-Glare Glass

--.,;::;.,:;;..Lfi"GELLS

2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONE (505)266·3211

"Head Trips lor Dudes 1 Dolls"

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St. at Candeleria
PHONE 344-5002

A~ International
,_,
tl~

..

230 pound tackle; and Socorro
High's Neal Terry, a 6-4, 215
pound tackle.
The other signees are: Charles
Baker, 6-1, 195 linebacker from
Odessa, Tex.; Earl Templeton, 61, 183 pound linebacker also from
Odessa; Joe Juraszek, 6-1, 215
linebacker from Chicago; Ill'.; Bob
Shupryt, 6-2, 195 pound tailback
and linebacker from Country
Club Hills, Ill.; Stephen Lindstrom, . 6-4, 245 pound tackle
from Greenfield, Wise.; Bill Skinner, 6'2, 225 pound offensive
guard from Midland, Tex.;
Gregory West, 5-10, 165 pound
halfback and safety from Lubbock, Tex~; John Jackson, 6-6,
270 pound defensive tackle from
Aurora, Colo.; Shea Heslep, 6-2,
Carlos Escobar
205 pound offensive guard and
linebacker from Tucson, Ariz.;
athletes signed include Walter Mike Dickson, 6-5, 215 'pound
Arnold, a 6-3, 204 pound defensive tackle and end from
linebacker and fullback from Los Tucson; Darryl Bryson, 6-2, 220
Alamos High School; two Hobbs pound fullback and defensive end
athletes, Coleman Berry, a 6-2, from Longmont, Colo.; Rick
230 pound tackle and middle Giroue, 6-3, 245 offensive guard
guard, and Sandy Stanfield, a 6-2, and defensive end from Denver.
sports Opinion A*ffl•wam~m•»-w~~w.i.w$mmmnmillwmiiti@,
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European

I recently came a~ross .~n unusual piece of writing in the Thursday
(Feb. 12) LOB~ entitled Norm Back to Genius", a sports opinion offered by one Tim Galla~\" her.
The first part of the piece is reasonable in that it rebukes critics of
Lob~ bas.k~~ball and _compliments. basketball Coach Norm Ellenberger
on h1s abilities and h1s recent victory over UTEP at home.
However, further down in the opinion I came across a· remark which
reeks of Stephen Decatur, hero worship and the probable collecting
of 4000 baseball bubblegum cards over the past 20 years.
. O!lr esteemed Mr. Gallagher states that he doesn't give a damn if
Elhmberger gets clothes courtesy of• a• local<•tn'eil~s· shop ··tit' 'if"Ellen<
ber~er ~an have travel .vouchers placing him in Albuquerque and
Cahforn~a on the same mght. Gallagher further remarks that this is
not the Issue but rather that the Lobos are consistantly one of the
best coached teams in the country.
One~ again we are fa~ed with that pennant-waving, Bronx cheer,
pump-m-more-money att1tude of the ends justifying the means.
Mr. Gallagher would not have us face the issue head on but
sidestep. it to look in devout worship of a demi-god.
'
The Issue was . fiscal responsibility and ethics. Using Mr
~allagher's logic, Richard Nixon should not have been held respon~
s1ble for 'Yatergate because he was the first U.S. president to travel
to Red Chm~ (~nother road victory while losing at home).
Perhaps It IS Mr., Ga!lagher's apathy which is showing when he
states that he ?oesn t give a damn about certain actions. Sorry Tim
some of us do give a damn.
If we must ~e burde~ed ~ith athletic fees, paying on construction
bonds ~or stadmms which will nevt')r be filled, and five dollar tips for
expens1ve meals, then we prefer to be sheep shorn, not skinned alive.

Sports Quiz

Jeans
In Corduroy Bells

$16.00

European
Tan
Blue
Brown
Rust

lobo
men's
shop
2120 Central S.E.
'2~3-69S.
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:Mckersot-HandModaJndlanJewelry

OLDTOWN - · -

Prepare yourself for some
more Daily LOBO sports quiz
1.) Which three teams, currenquestions:
tly
in the WAC, have won the
NCAA University division
national
basketball
championships?
2.) What current WAC basketball squad took the NIT twice?

Winter Carnival Ski Tourney Set .. ~
For ·Mar. 5 thru 7 in Red River fr

Ron Wheeler, last year's state high school tennis singles
champ, now holds down UNM's number-five slot,

Netters Open Season
By Jo Lopez
UNM's tennis team won one,
lost another, and were leading
the third of their season.opening
matches during the past
weekend in Denver, Colo.
The Lobos beat Southern
Co!orado on Saturday, 8-2. They
then lost a close match to Memphis, 5·4, on Sunday morning,
and crammed in six singles mat-

Russell had praise for his number-one man for the Memphis
match, sophomor Tim Garcia,
who lost in a tiebreaker, 6-0, 4-6,
6-2. "Tim came back real well after losing his first set so bad,"
Russell said.
Russell also had praise for his
number-one man in both of the
Colorado matches, senior Chris
Oates. Oates lost to the Southern
ches.again~t~olor.a.d!>'.Sunday.af- .. Cbll:lrado"'llingle's • i!liilt'"wltort\
ternoon, wmnmg four of those to Russell described as real good.
.
Oates won "pretty decisively"
lead ~-2.
Th1s weekend the Lobo SIX against Colorado's number-one
The UNM women's basketball
travel to Canyon, Tex., to com- man. Russell said Oates had hurt
pete in the West Texas St~te his hand just recently, and team will play three In·
:rour?al!ient, Tea~s competmg although his hand is okay now, termountain Conference games
m this tournament mclude tough the five-day layoff from practice in Arizona this weekend.
Thursday, the women face
West Texas State and Texas hurt Oates. "Chris is starting to
Arizona
in Tucson. Flagstaff will
Tech.
get it back now," Russell said.
be
the
next
s,top for the women
UNM first-year coach Tim
Th UNM
h
1
Russell said he was "real
.e
.
coac was a so on Friday as they will play Norsatisfied" with his team's per- pleased with the play
fresh- thern Arizona. Saturday they
man Ron Wheeler m the play in Tempe against Arizona
h
formance even thoug they lost C 1 d
t h t th
b
. o ora o rna c • a , e num er- ,State.
many of the matches. He said he
was. especially satisfied with the five spot.
"Ron played a good t?atch. He
Memphis match. "Memphis is a
good team," he said. "Four of our l?st on the last pomt .of a
singles matches against them tiebreaker, and he lost mostly
could have gone either way. It because he was tired," Russell
was good for the guys to have 0 said.
pressure this early in the
After their match in Canyon,
season." ·
Tex., this weekend, the Lobos
Memphis was th.e actual win· will compete in the Corpus
ner of the four team round-robin Christi Team Championships in
tournament since they beat the Corpus Christi, Tex. Russell said
three other teams. Russell said this is possibly the toughest tourthe "tough" Memphis team was nament the Lobos will compete
composed of mostly experienced _in_·------:;..----. seniors. He said the emotion of
the ·Memphis match butt his
team when they_ had to meet
Colorado right afterwards.

Fern Cagers
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ANTIQUES
3409 CENTRAL, N.E.

e
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New Selection Of Quilts

the hot-dog contest. The
festivitifi!S officially end ?t 1:45
p.m. with the presentation of
awards.
The price of the Winter Ca:r·
nival ticket is ten dollars. The lee
includes the· kegger/dances and
to the

:s:

the dinic. All attending the car· (I>
nival will receive 110 additional X
two-dollar discount on the lift ;:;·
0
tickets. (The ten dollar fee does t:1
not include the lift. tickets.)
""t=.:
Lodging and transportation can '<
be arranged through the UNM t"
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SKI TOURING
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EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING
~~
SALES- RENTALS- CLINICS- GUIDE SERVICE

TRAIL HAUS

z56-9190
10.31 San Matt!o S.E.

since 1967'

Mind development brings you
a special lecture and movie on

MIND CONTROL
AND

ESP!
Mind Control Graduates report better
control over health, memory, concentration, creativity, motivation, salesmanship, weight, smoking, fears, habits,
sports, psychic ability and relaxation.
..
1\~tend,,tbe F.ree.

Silva

Mind Controi Lecture

In the Dusty Rhodes Insurance
Building At The Corner of Lead
And Broadway

SUNDAY FEB. 22nd, 2pm
MONDAY FEB; 23rd, 7pm
(For Further Information Call: 243-5780)

Loose or Nat ural
Straight or Curly

flflte
~ut

~
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A Unisex Salon

~ "The Spiritual Journey"~

We believe that you should have a Cut-B,odywave·or Natural
Hair Color--that would make you a Cut Above Everyone else.

t;)

COME HEAR 6J

~

JOEL G(:iosMITH
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By Peter Madrid
The UNM. ski team has an·
nounced the scl1edule of events
for the 1976 Winter Carnival to
be held at Red River, N.M., March 5, 6, and 7.
The festivities get under way
Friday at 7:30p.m. with the tor·
chlight parade. At 8:30 p.m., a
kegger /dance with door. prizes
will be held until midnight.
Saturday at 9 a.m. the Lobo ski
team competes against Colorado
College in a dual giant slalom
meet. At 10:30 a.m. a free cross·
country clinic with basic nordic
techniques being taught will take
place. The team booze relay race
gets under way at 11 a.m.
followed by the obstacle race at
12:30 p.m. and the obstacle/booze relay race at 1:30
p.m. The tube race will begin at 4
p.m. rounding out the afternoon's
events.
A torchlight parade at 7 p.m.
will kick off Saturday night's
celebrations. Another
kegger /dance with door prizes
will be held. The dance begins at
8:30 p.m. and ends at 1 a.m. The
T-shirt contest at 10:30 p.m. will
take place during the dance
followed by the announcement of
the grand door prize winner at 11
p.m.
The ski team will start off Sunday's activities as they challenge
CC in a slalom race at 9 a.m. The
open cross-country citizen's l"ace
and the open standard gia'nt
slalom race will take place at
10:30 a.m. The 1976 Winter Car·
nival will close at 1~ noon with

Every Sat. lOam

~

i)

~OPEN MIND~

~BOOKSTORE~

i)
i)

.

3010 Central S.E.

i)
i)

i)
262-0066
. £1
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We personalize each style to each person's features, interests
and Lifestyle. We invite you to come in for a free consultation.

We Assure
Personal
Satisfaction

Poolside at the Executive Nor:th Apts.
7303 Montgomery NE 298·7624
East of Louisiana Blvd)
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per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
eonsotutlve dayH with no ehangeN, nine een·
t6 per word pol' day (no rdundu II cancelled
before five lnsertlpns), Clausiflf)d ad•
vortlsemento mus~bo paid in advance.
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Thursday
"WQman House"

~

Marron llall room 131 or by mall to:
Claalilfied Advertising, UNM Box 20,
,Albuquerque, N,M. 87131

0

.~
:><
Q)

~·

An erotic, interracial
sexual fantasy
of two young women.

~

z

~

C\1
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4.

FORRENT

sDii£iirNo. iioo"M~Ti~h~n P;~il~lrcs everything
furnishl!d. 3 blocks to UNM
24 2·4489.

Friday
"Targets "
7 & 9 & 11
'J'wo lntcfwovtm ~torics: one based on
Charles Whitman's 13 depth rampage from
Lhc 1Jnlvcrsity of •rcxns tower; the other
ubout 110 nging .horror film stnr's dcdnlon
to rellro from movlcll. 1'ho young, bright,
bluc·!lycd, blond, aU apple pic ldllcr, nflor
offing his family 1111d nssorled fr!l!lWIIY mo·
torlsts, onds IIJI at tho same drlvo·iiJ where
Orlock (l{tlrloff) is lhtlking his lt•st pt•rsonnl
appearance.

~Female

only! Call

2/23

vA.-i.~ITYHOUSE, 'i4i-~it;;;;bi~~SE. Dclux~~~
bc:droom furnished apartment. Twin or double.
$165 includes uUlitie$. ~68·0525. 2/24
·-.
-~-~
HAVE APAR'fMENT. Need roommate.
$'12.50/month. Call .•Jim anor 7 p.m. 255·
77116. 2/25

-··--~--~~.

.

FORSAI.~E

5,

I':S

A

lilXPERIENCED TYPIST. .,ceuracy .!fUIIrAn·
tiled. Cali26B·t2ss. 2120

20 USED TV':; $30.$60, 44l Wyoming N.E:, 255:
5987. 3/1
·~--------------~-------LEVI'S-l3LUE
JEAN big bells always at The

1,

PERSONALS

J>REGNAN'l' AND NEED HEI,P'i'You hnvefricn·
~.!J!oc:!~~~~J:,hrlghf::"2-47·9Bl9.~.
NEEO A RES'r from Mom'~ cooking'! Foot long
hotd?~s 35c,~;_ll_O_ki~e'_a._2_~12_7_ _~--
MAI~E, 27, wnnLs to meeL Anglo fomule who is In·
tor~stcd in nrt, classil·ulaod folk mtlsic, ~chmce,
farming, Utcrilturc. Prefer rol!nb!c, non·
compolitivc person, kind to people and animals,
non·smoker, A.M., ll400 Cochiti SE C9,
~buquorq\lc 87123. 2/19··~ , ·-~-~·---·--
JlEI,P WANTED: l''uH or part time. Above
~_y_!lrnge lncomo. Bu~ny's Escorts. 266·765G, 3/9

2.

Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Contra! SE, 243·6954. tfn
DEL1'A
lOB Cap11ci~lvo discharge clec•
iron!~ ignition $39.95. 268·5490 Electronic Ignition
Sules, 2/19
----~---------·-FUitN!TURE, AN'f!QUES. 13\ly and sell,
anything goes, L'fD across from (hiles
Gadlllnc. 2/20
KRISHNA INDIA IMPOR'r, Gao~e clothings,
fabrics, gift .spices, student's rate till Feb. 29, 2920
Contra! SE, 266-8353. 2/20
----··~
~-----~···~,-~--HEAD STANDARD SKIIS. 185cm. No bindings.
$25. 242·866\}. 2/20

MARK

!O·SPEEO TAKARA Model '731'; used ·3 weeks;
condition-NEW: $)35-Now: $100, 266·
8277. .2/20
STEREOS-has just bought out Stereo Ocpt in
PhOt:ni.x, Arizona, Consoles, components,etc, 40 to
~y~r cent off.~onll ,,toe!<. 2?2~?J5. 2~
WATEJR BEO w/~ustom handmade frame $8!; or
bes~of{er. Call265·5495. 2/23
SALE 68 Buick Electra, black lnteri<>ro gray
w/black vinyl top, best offer 11bove $200. 344·
2563, 2/23
SINGEJR MACHINE. r~eft in layaway. Not
claimed •. Equipped to button·hole, zig-zag, etc. P11y
$26,00 and take machine. 3105 Central NE, 262·
0637. 2/23
TWO PIONEER 88 speakers $200, 19" RCA B/W
portablo TV $50, QS5QO Sansui Quad amp syn·
thesizer-dccoder $200, allllxcellent, 345·1248 after
8 p.m. 2/23
1973.TS·250SUZUKI, s\rjle\, dirt, low miles, $500,
29a·6932. 2;23
FOR SA[,E 61 JEEP stationwagon, blue & white,
new tires, best !lifer above $650. Call 344·
2563, 2/23
COLOR '.l'V. Brand name, big screen. Assume
payments of $7.00 per month. 3105 Central NE,
262·0637. 2/23
NOW OPEN; Village Green Records, 2227 Lead
SE 1;00·6:00 p.m. Lead & Yale. Specialize in 60's
rock, 2/24
HIGH Al~TITUDE Wilson Tennis brdls $~.59 a
~~-~,t;.Th:.~kc Shop 842-9100. 8/3
~xcellont

FOR

7.

TRAVEL

EUROPE lfroin $289 r.t.J ASIA (from $499 r.t.J
Low cost jet Jilres all over the world Rail passes,
etc. J,T.S, (303)443-7584, 2031 Broadway, .Boulder,
Colorado 80302, S/10

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WE HAVE fine p)d furniture and collectibles. "Old
Business" Nob III II Center, 266·8414.
"HAYWIR11: MUSIC!" Ned's Sunday night, Apollo
Friday, Satur<lay. For Hire 243·3632, 8315908, 2/20

-------

~a

Lucien"
7 & 9:30

3.

SERVICES

NiEi>-:<ior.1i1~uiNG 'r~iPEn-;/~i,· Ly;~·266.
2/20
.·
PllOF~Es.srO'NA'i:"'T'¥ris'1< rii"M" s~T~t~~.
Gunrnnt~·t•d ttccurncy with rcasonnblc rates. 298·
714.7. 2/20
0760,

¥AM·o,iis·

oy

___

--QurvYnA--·~m>oi<slro·r·-· ~nd

Photography Gallery Is 1/2 block from Johnson·
Gym on Cornell, Special order s(•rvicc. tfn

rXsi:fi1oRT.rr)ENTiFiCki16Np1oto~.-Co~;t

$1.00: 7 & 9pm

EMPLOYMENT

OVERSEAS JOBS-temporary or permanent.
Europe, Australi~. s, Amorica. Africa, etc, All
fields, $500·$1200 monthly. Expenses p;~id, sight·
li!Jeing. Frcll info.- Write: International .Job Cen·
ter, Dept, NBBox 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 3/1
RESIDENCE
HAL.L
ADVISOR
staff
needed-.gradu!lte and undergr<~duate-Earn
roorn and board, monthly cash stipond-also
tuition waiver fpr selected Gradu!lto Assistants.
Contact Associate Der~n of Students. 277·2935 or
277·5208. 2/20
HELP WANTED. J.i'ull or part time.. Above
~!lrage income. Bunny's .Escorts. 266-7656. 3/9

Directed
Wertmuller
·em incredible
film of political
romance.

Saturday

SUB Theatre

6.

"Swept
Away:

LOST & FOUND..

Directed by:
Peter Bogdanovich
'~ocombe

'GU!TAR EPIPHONE 12 ~(rlng beautiful con·
diU on w/case $75 after 6 p.m. 2e8-5l59, 2/25

prices In town! Jo'nst, ploasing, Ncar UNM. Cnll
2G5·24.J4 orc:omc to 17l7 Girard Blvd. NE, tfn
YOURJ;ASSPORT-~xi>llllis cvceyflvc .Y~~;;,
Check it now. Low prices on passport rcn(•wal'
photos. Cnll 265·24H .• or come to 1717 Girard
NE. 2/23
"-'
- - ' ....ZO...-,o= ~--"- __ ,..-,.-_~.=;_

Screening Room
FIRST PLAZA GALERIA
IN-THEATRE BAR • 243-1465

Magic Flute 7:00 - 9:35
Swept Away 7:30 ~ 9:45

Free Par king
2nd & Tijeras

ts and Minds
Vietnam Documentary
Thurs-Fri

:a=L-~--"""'"'

.

Sat-Sun·
6:30-10:00
~wackiest auks in ,
Lady.
picture histoy. Alec Guinness 8:15 Lav

rn:trn

DON PANCHO'S
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

Sci·fi Double
5:30-10 Roll
7:50 Zar
KRST Midniter
Two-Lane
Blacktop

Peter Sellers

tavender

Hill Mob
Cuild

theatre

3405 central n.e.•2t15•0:Z20

Want Ads say it
in a Big~ayU

Classifie? Advertising Rates
1Oc per word. $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge
Terms

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of N,ew Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 871 31

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
. times beginning
. , under the heading (drcle one): 1 ..
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.
·

